Stefan Engel was born in 1954.
As a trained mechanic he
worked in several large factories.
He is a free publicist today. He
has been politically active since
1968 and has exercised leading
functions in the Marxist-Leninist
and working-class movement in
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important theoretical contributions are contained,
inter alia, in the books, The Struggle Over the Mode of
Thinking in the Working-Class Movement and Class
Struggle and the Struggle for the Liberation of Women.
The book, Dawn of the International Socialist
Revolution, follows up on the topic of his best-known
book to date, Twilight of the Gods – Götterdämmerung
over the “New World Order”.
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“By unleashing the international productive forces, the
reorganization of international production has ushered
in the Götterdämmerung of international finance
capital. At the beginning of its crusade around the
globe, international finance capital still reveled in
fantasies of omnipotence and dreams of eternity. Today,
their mood is one of general hangover: the crisis-proneness of the social system proves irreversible. But the
turn of a new era already looms on the horizon; the
dawning of the international socialist revolution
becomes visible. And yet, the old masters will not make
way voluntarily, even if they drag the whole of
humanity with them into capitalist barbarism.

“There are changes and developments in the structure of
imperialism which the international proletariat must be very
much aware of. … Stefan Engel's book is the result of a deep
and systematic study of the current period from a MarxistLeninist standpoint. It opens up a debate which will be a great
enrichment for the theoretical arsenal of the international
proletariat, for the strategy and tactics of the proletarian international revolution, the building of Marxist-Leninist parties
and the unity of the international revolutionary and MarxistLeninist movement.”
Ludovico, Secretary General of the
Marxist-Leninist Party of Peru

The decision for the international revolution must be
made by the workers and the masses themselves.
To help them make this decision and together with
them sweep every obstacle out of the way so that they
can fulfill their historical mission – that, in a nutshell,
sums up the tasks of the Marxist-Leninists in the whole
world today.”

“Anyone who believes that our world and our lives are too
good to be wasted through famine, environmental disasters,
job destruction and unjust wars must not miss reading Dawn
of the International Socialist Revolution. This book elaborates
scientifically how and at which points Marxist-Leninists,
workers and other working people and the oppressed can set
about to defeat international finance capital. Dawn encourages, presents visions. It's grippingly and intelligibly written.”
Anne Pfisterer, Metalworkers’ Union works council member,
ThyssenKrupp Steel Europe
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Comments on the book
“This book by Stefan Engel is remarkably intelligent. It is
visionary. In a rousing, intelligent language it shows the way
to the revolutionary overcoming of the cannibalistic world
order. Stefan Engel deserves my solidarity and admiration.”
Prof. Jean Ziegler, bestselling author and longtime
UN Special Rapporteur on the Right to Food

“It is with great pleasure that we publish the book Dawn of
the International Socialist Revolution by Stefan Engel in
continuation of the publication of his earlier book Twilight
ofthe Gods – Gotterdammerung over the “New World Order”
byus in March 2010. …
The work envisages the urgent need for forging proletarian
internationalism against internationalized finance capital
through the global interaction of national and international
class struggle.
As a contribution to the Marxist-Leninist literature pertaining
to the contemporary world situation, it is our hope that the
republishing of the book in India will deepen the debate and
achieve more clarity on the laws of motion of financecapital in
the latest phase of crisis-ridden imperialism.”
September 2011
Massline Publication, India, Publisher’s Note
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Summary of the contents
Part I: Proletarian Strategy and the International Character of the
Socialist Revolution
Marx and Engels Lay the Foundations for the Strategy of the Socialist
World Revolution · The Victorious October Revolution and the Strategy of the International Proletarian Revolution · Mao Zedong’s Strategy
of the New-Democratic Revolution as Part of the International Revolution · The History of the “International” as Form of Organization of
the International Revolution · Indelible Successes in Socialist Construction · Setback for the International Revolution Due to the Restoration
of Capitalism in the Soviet Union · The Character of the Socialist Revolution under the Conditions of the Matured Internationalization of the
Capitalist Mode of Production · The International Revolution Opens the
Way to the United Socialist States of the World
Part II: The Strategy and Tactics of International Finance Capital in the
Class Struggle Against the International Proletariat and Its Allies
Necessity and Limits of a Joint Policy of International Finance Capital
· Fundamental Problems of the Imperialist World System · The Threat
to the Foundations of Human Life from the Global Environmental Catastrophe · Emergence and Development of the System of the Petty-Bourgeois Mode of Thinking · The Counterrevolutionary Character of the
International “Anti-Terror Coalition” · Imperialist Promotion of ReligiousFanatical Fundamentalism as a New Form of Fascism · Anticommunism
as Philosophical Essence of the “Fight Against Terrorism” · Cross-Border Coordination of the State Power Apparatuses · International Collaboration of the Monopoly Associations in the Class Struggle · Internationalization of the System of the Petty-Bourgeois Mode of Thinking
Part III: The Marxist-Leninist Strategy and Tactics of the
International Revolution
On the Foundations of Proletarian Strategy and Tactics · The Strategy
and Tactics of the International Revolution · Changes in the Strategy
and Tactics of the National and International Class Struggle for the
Preparation of the International Revolution · Strategy and Tactics for
Forging the Proletarian United Front · The Unity of National and International Class Struggle · Transition to the Class Struggle in the True
Sense · Cross-Border Cooperation and Mutual Revolutionization of the
Class Struggle in the Transition to the Revolutionary Crisis · Forging of
the Fighting Alliance with the Petty-Bourgeois Intermediate Strata ·
Marxist-Leninist Work among Women and International Women’s Movement · The Rebellion of Youth as Practical Vanguard of the International Revolution · The Unity of the National and Social Struggle for
Liberation in Neocolonial Countries · Ideological Struggle as Preliminary Skirmish of the International Revolution · Revolutionary PartyBuilding and International Revolution · The Necessity of a New Level
of Proletarian Internationalism · International Forms of Organization
for the Coordination and Revolutionization of the Class Struggles · Outlook

